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Diamond NeckLace  

by Stitchnerd Designs 

 

 

stitchnerd: The Fibre Company Acadia DK on 4.5mm (US 7)  

Abbreviations: 

k = knit 

p = purl 

st(s) = stitch(es)   

k2tog = knit 2 together knitwise (decreases 1 stitch).  

Cdd = (central double decrease) slip 1 knitwise, k2tog, 

then pass the slipped stitch over the k2tog (decreases 2 

stitches) 

ssk = (slip, slip, k2tog) slip the first and second stitches 

separately (knitwise) and then knit the 2 stitches 

together (decreases  one stitch) 

 

sm = slip marker 

You'll need: 

A circular needle (max. 80cm/30" long for a single loop) - if the needle is not too long, you'll get a 

nice flow as you knit.  

One stitch marker (you can just use a yarn loop in a contrasting colour). 

Yarn - it works well with a "plain" yarn - solid or semi-solid. Handspun can work, as could a gradual gradient 

yarn. Some variegated yarns will also work nicely. It's probably best to avoid yarns with obvious stripes.  

Click on yarn ideas or projects  tabs on the Diamond NeckLace pattern page on ravelry for more ideas.  

For a single loop you'll need approx. 200m (220 yds); for daughter size you'll need about 300m (330 yds). 

You could double the stitch numbers of either size to make a double loop. The first size would be 

tight up against the neck, the second looser. You probably wouldn't need to make it as deep, so 

you'd need a little less than double the amount of yarn.  

Yarn requirements are estimates and will vary according to the actual size you make.  

You can use the table as a rough guide to the number of stitches to cast on, but if you want a precise size 

you'll need to swatch and check your gauge against the gauge in column 2 - you may need to change needle 

size.  

You can also adjust the stitch numbers to get a different size - use a multiple of 16.   

You can adjust the height of the cowl to suit your taste or the amount of yarn you have available.   

Yarn weight Gauge 

per 

10cm/4" 

Needle  

Size 

Single loop 

approx. 

66cm/26" 

Daughter size -  

(approx. 

85cm/33") 

Double loop versions  

Fingering/sock  18 sts. 4mm (US 4-6) 128 144  

See note above.  DK 16 sts. 4.5 - 5mm (US 7-8) 112 128 

Worsted/Aran 14 sts. 5 - 6 mm (US 8-10) 96 112 
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2 Diamond NeckLace 

Making the cowl 

Cast on the number of stitches you need for your yarn and the size you want to make (see pg. 1).  

 

 

Work in rounds from the chart below, slipping the marker at the end of each round.   

You will need to move the marker at the start of Row 6 (yellow square on chart): to do this, 

remove the marker, slip 1 stitch purlwise, then replace the marker.   

 

Repeat these 24 rounds until you are ready to bind off.  

See next page for when to stop and for the bind-off instructions.  

I recommend using cable cast-on and joining after the first round.  
(I find it's easier to join without twisting if you work one row first. You need to leave enough of a 
yarn end so that you can join together the first and last stitch of the first round as you weave in 
the yarn end.) 

You can use other cast-ons or join before the first round,  
JUST BE SURE NOT TO TWIST AS YOU JOIN.  
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3 Diamond NeckLace 

 

Binding off 

 

It is best to bind off after row 12 or 24 - that way you'll start and finish with full diamonds.  

 

For the bind-off row, work your next row (13 if you stopped after row 12, or 1 if you stopped at 
row 24) as charted, but lift the stitches over as you work the row (traditional lifted bind-off).  

Work the bind-off tightly to prevent the top edge from rolling or gaping.  

 

As an alternative, you could also bind off as you work row 7 or 19 (then you'll have half diamonds 
at the top - see photo below).  
 
 

 
stitchnerd: Koneko handspun on 4.5mm (US 7) 

 

Blocking 

You can decide whether to block or not, depending on the texture you like and how even your 

stitches are.  


